The end of the nineteenth century marks the beginnings of the popular music industry. Although the symbolic figures of this period are undoubtedly the decadent music-hall stars, the situation for the majority of musicians was all but glamorous.
As their working conditions ineluctably deteriorated from the respectability. Amongst others, the London Orchestral Association, which emerged in 1893 too, was quite embarrassed by this display of public hostility. In fact, it felt comforted by the notion that musicians could only improve their situation by keeping a low profile. In January 1894 it thus felt ready to unconditionally declare its moderate aims:
'This Association was established essentially for defence, and it must be borne in mind that when the Association is well armed for defence it must not become its purpose to be aggressive. The Executive Committee must at all times be calm and proof against any instigation to precipitate acts'. It is obvious that the history of musicians' unions has to be put into the broader perspective of the history of traditional labour organizations, and we will refer to this from time to time. Characteristically, they follow a similar pattern: the evolution from mutual protective associations to closed elitist craft unions then to more opened industrial groups and finally confederations. But in many respects these evolutions are the direct consequences of the emerging musical industry and of the changes it creates for the artistic profession. Musicians appear to be doing all they can to distinguish themselves from mainstream workers and, perhaps in some ways, rightly so.
The opposition between art and labour is central to the way they think about themselves. This attitude is quite unique, even within the artistic field. Music, unlike painting for instance, is originally immaterial and thus historically it did not have a value. Court musicians would receive a pension to allow them create freely. It was never a payment in exchange for a production. 5 Only the vulgar street musician was paid for his song. It may seem to be a rhetorical subtlety but the distinction is in fact essential. The industrialization of music shook these long established truths and forced musicians not only to put a value on their work, but to fight for it.
The accent put on art by late-nineteenth-century performers was a way of resisting these changes; it was also a response to their low symbolic status, at a time when only composers were respected. By reclaiming their artistic nature musicians were trying to gain a lost legitimacy.
The study of early musicians' organizations presents some obstacles. At the end of the nineteenth century, the musical milieu was extremely divided and this impacted directly on the development of unions. Performers and teachers, skilled and unskilled musicians, instrumentalists and singers, instrumentalists from legitimate and secondary theatres, music-hall instrumentalists and music-hall singers, army orchestras and civil orchestras, etc. etc., would rarely join forces, so drastically opposed was the nature of their work, their artistic and economic status.
The best illustration of this phenomenon was the fact that singers, be they lyrical or popular, traditionally enrolled in associations formed by actors rather than musicians. Singers, like actors, were indeed stage artists, reaping most of the audience's interest and recognition as well as the performance fees. Meanwhile, instrumentalists were, for the most part hidden from the public eye and existed only as part of another anonymous performing ensemble. Whereas they enjoyed strong group socialization, singers mainly worked on their own. In the end the two groups had very little working experience in common, except of course for the performance of music itself.
Therefore, until the 1890s, musicians formed multiple small associations whose influence was originally limited to a town or a region. By definition they had very little power and were doomed to be short-lived. The body of sources available to the researcher is thus vast and scattered and so attempting to draw an absolute chronology of musicians' unions is an arduous endeavour.
In this article we will mostly be concerned with two types of professional musicians: instrumentalists and music-hall singers. As we will soon observe, they represented both ends of the nineteenth-century music industry. They were also the most mobile and the most active in terms of unionization. As music turned into a popular leisure activity and the ability to play a musical instrument became a requisite of any respectable Victorian education(for young women in particular), teachers formed the majority of the music contingent at the turn of the century. Typically, Walter Damrosch's orchestra was composed of many German nationals not to mention Damrosch himself. 8 We will touch on this side of the story sporadically but for reasons of time mainly we are consciously, though not without any regret, consigning most of this aspect to further research.
The entertainment industry Before the 1870s, some regulations did attempt to control the development of these places of entertainment. However, they mostly aimed at protecting moral values and preserving the privileges of legitimate theatres rather than attempting to regulate the working conditions of musicians. Thus, until patrons were not allowed to display artists in costume. Décor other than a fixed curtain were strictly forbidden and, behind the performers, elegantly dressed women had to sit in a semicircle called 'la corbeille' ('the basket'), to convey a sense of respectability to the establishment. 10 Aside from this last Gallic eccentricity, the British 1737 Theatre Act imposed some similar restrictions on unlicensed theatres. Typically, most musicians spent the winter months in the large urban centres where all the work was then concentrated.
Later, during the summer season, they were obliged to change scene and gravitated to the seaside resorts, temples of the new holidaymakers. According to the 1871 census, the population of Blackpool then varied from 6,000 inhabitants in winter to 600,000 in summer. Musicians logically followed their audience wherever they went and tried to earn wages in hotels and casinos.
A growing number of musicians also performed abroad. In France. 20 The organization, which lasted until 1882, was in fact very weak. It was torn between the necessity to improve the fate of instrumentalists, the will to promote the musical 
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The public dimension of performers' occupation also meant that not only did they have to justify any direct action to themselves, they also had to face the opinion of the audience who were literally 'watching' them. The choices made by foreign musicians were here again studied closely.
The 1893 Damrosch incident was a turning point. The
American union had sabotaged a performance. They had also challenged the directorship of the almighty conductor in view of the public and for many, musicians and theatre goers, this was simply unthinkable. Hierarchy was extremely codified and respected amongst orchestras. Conductors were at the summit of this pyramidal system but they were also in charge of the orchestra's fee and decided which musicians could stay and which should go. To the more radical-thinking unions they were the closest collaborators of theatre directors and were thus partially culpable for the exploitation of musicians. For the most moderate organizations, the stage was simply not the place for protest. 'To strike upon the platform, in full view of the audience, is, no doubt, going very far,' the LOA wrote in its Gazette. 'As things go here, we believe that orchestral players will say that the concert platform is not the place for a strike,' the article concluded. 38 The impact of the event was thus considerable as it forced musicians' associations to take side and, for some of them, to radicalize their discourse and actions.
Although The Orchestral Association Gazette, January 1894. 
